Skylarks’ Pick’n’Mix Home Learning Menu 29TH June TO 12TH July
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Each day make sure you read for at least 30 minutes and practise spellings/phonics for half an hour – look at the
Home Learning Blue Sky page on line for ideas
Tackle a maths challenge each day of at least 30 minutes maths – x tables too!
Choose the order you do the menu activities
When complete share some of your work with me on your nsix email for the newsletter.
Emotions
Create a Feelings Fan to show your emotions. You could use a template like the one in this link. See how many
different feelings you can think of.
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-190-ourselves-emotion-fans
Create a super hero character who can change people’s feelings. What would you call them? What gadgets would
they have? Something to make someone happy…a giggle wand? Think about their home and what would be in
there? Link the items to a feeling and use alliteration where you can e.g. An affectionate armchair? A serious seat?
Research what changes to your bodies and minds when you feel different emotions. Create a poster to show the
information in an interesting way.

Literacy
● Write and illustrate a haiku feelings poem. A haiku is a form of poem that originates from Japan. It has
three lines. There can be any number of words, but there must be 5 syllables in the first line, 7 syllables
in the second line and 5 syllables in the third line. Haikus do not usually rhyme.
Here is an example:
Fresh air after rain
Wet branches drip heavily
The soil is refreshed.
More information can be found on https://www.poetry4kids.com/lessons/how-to-write-a-haiku/
● Create a feelings dictionary. Make a little book with all the words from A-Z. Remember to include a
definition for each word. e.g pensive means to feel
● Create your own word Wordle or Word Clouds. Can you make one based on your emotions? Use
different colours and text sizes and styles.

You could even try to make them using this online tool https://www.wordclouds.com/
Go to the wizard button, click on type or paste text, write your own list then play with the other tools!
●
●
●

Numeracy
Make up a maths board game of your own that gets the players using addition, subtraction, division and
multiplication. It could be like snakes and ladders or one like Monopoly.
Find 5 objects that you can measure around e.g. a table. Can you calculate the perimeter and area of the objects
and record it in a table? What did you notice about the perimeter compared to the area?
Have a go at the daily maths challenge from the BBC. Here is week 9, but you could try any week!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/ztcsm39

